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Hydewide Residents Eye Inspection Update 
Ready for Regulation inspection – final summary  
The aim of the inspection was to make sure that Hyde’s resident engagement service meets the 
requirements of the Tenant Involvement and Empowerment (TIE) Standard. The TIE standard is part 
of the regulatory standards which are set by the UK’s social housing regulator and which guide the 
way that housing associations provide services.  

The TIE standard is not inspected by the regulator, therefore this Hyde resident-led inspection 
formed part of a co-regulatory approach between Hyde and residents to check compliance. The 
inspection also aimed to highlight areas for improvement. 

The inspection involved two resident inspectors, and utilised interviews with staff and residents, 
website and document reviews, case studies / feedback from Hyde’s systems and social media, 
and online & printed surveys. 

All feedback from this inspection has been fed into a wider consultation about Hyde’s resident 
engagement service which will result in a new resident engagement strategy for 2020-23. 

For further information about HRE inspections, visit HRE’s pages on the Hyde 
website or contact the Resident Engagement team: residentengagement@hyde-
housing.co.uk 

  

1. Outcome – to make sure that more residents are aware of the existence of 
the Hyde annual report 

During the inspection HRE found: 

• Most residents spoken to during the inspection were unaware of Hyde's Annual Report and 
where to find it 

• Hyde is not doing enough to involve residents in creating the report. Staff could do more to ask 
residents what they would like to see in the report and where and how they would like it 
presented 

• The annual report that is currently produced is written more for corporate stakeholders and does 
not take into consideration the interests of most residents 

• It is a regulatory requirement for Hyde to publish an annual report to its residents 

http://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/
http://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/
mailto:residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk
mailto:residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk
https://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/
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HRE recommended that: 
• Hyde should publish an annual report that meets the needs of a more diverse audience 

• Residents should be involved in the drafting of the report and the content should reflect the 
interests of residents 

• Residents should also have a say in the way that the report is presented, published and 
advertised 

Agreed actions 

A. A meeting will be set up between key involved residents, members of Hyde’s communications 
and resident engagement teams and a copywriter; to look at options for the new annual report 

B.  The new annual report should be published in autumn 2020, to allow for end of year accounts to 
be finalised and signed off by Board.  
N.B this deadline may need to be revised due to changes in resources required in response to 
the coronavirus pandemic 
 

2. Outcome – to make sure that Hyde regularly shares up to date, relevant 
performance information with residents in an interesting, accessible format 

During the inspection HRE found: 
• Hyde's performance information is only being shared on the corporate section of the website 
• Published performance information is not kept up to date 
• Most residents do want to see Hyde's performance information, but only if it is in an easy to 

read format and with local/regional information relevant to them 
• It is a regulatory requirement for Hyde to publish performance information to residents 

HRE recommended that: 
• Hyde should consult further with residents to find out what kind of performance information 

they want to see 

• Hyde should also make sure that the way performance information is published is easy to read 

• Where possible, Hyde should provide information broken down regionally, as part of an 
improved ‘local offer’ of services 

• Hyde should use published performance information more effectively as part of their 
engagement with residents and in discussions about service improvement 

Agreed actions 
A. Options for performance information to be discussed and agreed with HRV 
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Agreed actions (continued) 
A. The first new set of performance information will be published externally by June 2020  

N.B this deadline may need to be revised due to changes in resources required in response to 
the coronavirus pandemic 

B. A clear link will be made from this newly published performance information to a new scrutiny 
activity within the resident engagement strategy 

 

3. Outcome – for Hyde to provide a fairer and more tailored approach to local 
services; to increase engagement and resident satisfaction 

During the inspection, HRE found: 
• Residents reported that they are not kept informed about local services 
• Some residents were dissatisfied with the level of proactive contact from Hyde 
• Local service delivery is not equal; some residents felt that some estates benefit from more 

regular face to face engagement and better housing management services than others 
• It is a regulatory requirement for Hyde to talk to residents about local offers for services 

HRE recommended that: 
• Local offers need to be more consistent across Hyde’s estates and neighbourhoods 

• The difference between Hyde’s and residents’ responsibilities needs to be clearer 

Agreed Actions 

A. An exercise will be carried out to look at what local services are being delivered by Hyde 
Foundation and to try and understand where and why there are differences in service levels 

B. Another exercise will be carried out – with involvement from Resident Services and Property 
Services - to look at where further local offers could be put in place to increase satisfaction 

C. The new resident engagement strategy will explore how more staff could get involved in 
engaging with residents locally – including operational and corporate teams – to increase 
contact with residents and improve customer focus  

 

4. Outcome – to improve the communication of resident engagement 
activities and outcomes 
During the inspection, HRE found: 
• Many residents and Hyde staff were largely unaware of the outcomes, discussions and 

recommendations made by Hyde's formal resident committee structure 
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During the inspection, HRE found (continued): 
• Some residents are of the view that Hyde does not listen to or act on resident feedback 
• Many residents surveyed were not aware of the changes that have been made within Hyde 

because of residents being consulted or involved 

HRE recommended that: 
• Hyde must improve the publicity of Hyde’s formal groups and activities externally, so that more 

residents are aware that their feedback is being listened to and that residents are involved in 
service improvement and redesign 

• Hyde must do more to raise awareness amongst staff of resident feedback and the outcomes 
of residents being involved e.g. through inspections and formal groups 

Agreed Actions 

A. Staff from both resident engagement and communications to create and implement a plan to 
publicise the work of Hyde’s formal resident groups, to residents and staff  

B. The plan should include how outcomes from resident led inspections are celebrated as service 
improvements driven by residents, externally to other residents and amongst all levels of staff 

 
5. Outcome – to make the language used to describe resident engagement – 
to make it easy to understand and more engaging 

During the inspection, HRE found: 
• Many residents are not aware of the opportunities for them to feedback on Hyde services and 

become involved in the resident engagement opportunities offered 

• There is a lack of understand of understanding of the jargon and phrasing used by Hyde, i.e. 
"resident engagement", "being involved" and the abbreviations for the resident groups 

• Residents generally do want to be told about the opportunities available them, and prefer to be 
told about opportunities to feed back more proactively either by newsletter or direct email 

HRE recommended that: 
• The words being used to describe resident engagement within Hyde needs to be reviewed and 

changed to make it easier for residents to understand. This involves renaming some groups 

• Residents should be consulted about the changes 

• Changes to language should be publicised to residents and staff to ensure full understanding of 
the opportunities 
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Agreed Actions 

A. Consultation should take place with residents and staff across Hyde about the current 
resident engagement terminology, including resident group names and how changes can be 
made to improve understanding  

B. Changes should be made as part of the delivery of the new resident engagement strategy 

C. All residents will receive at least one communication a year from Hyde explaining the 
opportunities to be involved – with this communication using the new language 

6. Outcome – for residents to receive services that are tailored to their 
needs, including any specific communication or service delivery requirements 

During the inspection, HRE found: 
• Some residents have requested a more bespoke service from Hyde e.g. communications in a 

specific format, or waiting longer for them to answer the door due to mobility issues, but they 
are not always receiving this  

• Hyde does not have up to date information about all residents’ needs 

• The regulator expects all housing associations to adapt their services if residents have a 
specific need   

HRE recommended that: 
• Hyde should better publicise to residents the need for them to keep their landlord updated with 

any specific needs 

• Where information about residents’ needs is available, Hyde should make sure that all service 
areas, and contractors, are using this appropriately 

• Hyde needs to review systems and processes to make sure that this kind of data is collected 
and kept up to date 

Agreed Actions 

A. An investigation will be done to look at where the gaps are in the data that Hyde hold about 
residents. This will also include reviewing how information about vulnerability is collected, 
stored and shared, including a look at Hyde’s IT systems, with a view to improving these.  

B. The results of this investigation will be shared with Hyde’s current formal groups and an action 
plan will be agreed 

N.B. this project was revised during the coronavirus pandemic as staff concentrated on making 
welfare calls to vulnerable residents affected by the lockdown. During these calls staff did 
collect up to date information about residents’ needs, to help with services in the future. 
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7. Outcome – for more residents to be involved in reviewing and 
improving services 

During the inspection, HRE found: 
• Hyde does involve residents in changes to policies and services, but this is not consistent 

• Sometimes consultation is carried out too late in the process for residents to have real 
influence 

• It is often the same group of residents that are involved, so only a small number of residents are 
having a say 

• It is a regulatory requirement for residents to be provided with a range of opportunities to 
influence their landlord’s housing related policies 

HRE recommended that: 
• Hyde needs to change and improve the way that residents are involved in reviewing policies so 

that residents can have more influence 

• The new approach needs to ensure that opportunities for involvement are open to more 
residents  

Agreed Actions 

A. The range of opportunities available to residents to be involved with Hyde will be reviewed as 
part of the development of the new resident engagement strategy 

B. Once the new strategy has been finalised, it will be published to all residents 

C. Going forward, Hyde will regularly advertise which services and policies are going to be 
reviewed, so that residents have the chance to be involved and are more aware of what changes 
are being influenced by residents  

For ongoing updates about the progress against this inspection report – join Hyde’s 
resident engagement site The OAK! 

 
HRE online  
Did you know that HRE have their own pages on the Hyde website – where you 
can follow all the updates on their inspections? Visit: www.hyde-

housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/ 

file://///HLROTHGFC3DS/Resident%20Engagement/Resident%20Governance%20-%20ALL/HRE/HRE%20Inspections/Lettings%20-%20Inter%20team%20working%20Dec%202017/Comms/www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/
file://///HLROTHGFC3DS/Resident%20Engagement/Resident%20Governance%20-%20ALL/HRE/HRE%20Inspections/Lettings%20-%20Inter%20team%20working%20Dec%202017/Comms/www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/
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Join The OAK… The OAK is Hyde’s award-winning Resident 
Engagement site, where residents join together as a virtual community to 
discuss Hyde’s services & take part in online exercises to improve them.  
Residents on The OAK receive regular updates about ongoing 
inspections, updates on progress against actions from past inspections, 
as well finding out about opportunities to get involved.  
For more info, or to join, contact the RE team (details below) 

 
 Contact the Resident Engagement Team  

Email: residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk 
Telephone: via the Customer Services Centre – 0800 3282282 
Post: Freepost Residents Matter 

 

mailto:residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk

